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Abstract: Four cultivars of the cultivated potato grown in Egypt were screened of genetic analysis

using peroxidase isozymes and ISSR-PCR. The use isozyme separation to detect genetic variation

among potato cultivars and to distinguish each cultivar of PSTVd infection were evaluated. DISC-

PAGE isozyme separation of Cara, Nicola , Diamond and Spunta cultivars, showed 5,7,8 and 9

peroxidase isozymes in PSTVd inoculated plants compared with 7, 6, 5 and 6 peroxidase isozyme in

healthy ones respectively. Similarity analysis confirmed the difference in isozyme patterns among

potato cultivars. Only three ISSR primers (among 10 tested) were chosen as producing polymorphic

DNA-bands differentiating the investigated cultivars. Based on these identity markers (bands), the

genetic distances between cultivars were determined and their genetic relationship were estimated. The

phytogenetic tree revealed that the four studied cultivars showed close similarity with the group.

Although minor viroid susceptibility variations were recorded in the cultivars of some clones. The

developed ISSR profiles indicated that Spunta was lowest sensitive for PSTVd infection followed by

Diamond compared with Cara potato cultivars. Potato cultivars were genetic analysis for affect with

Potato spindle tuber pospiviridae. Potato cultivars Cara, Nicola, Diamont and Spunta were

mechanically inoculated with PSTVd. The results revealed that the external symptoms PSTVd infected

potato were leaf narrow, rugosity and dark green, stem stunting and erect growth as well as, spindle

and deformation of potato tubers. These results were confirmed by dot blot hybridization using DiG

Labeled cDNA (specific PSTVd probe). Symptoms severity were assessed by measuring various

foliage and tubers parameters. Disease severity caused by PSTVd ranged from mild severe depended

on potato cultivars. Cara potato cultivar was susceptible, Nicola was mediate, Diamond and Spunta

were tolerant.

Key words: Peroxidase isozymes; ISSR-PCR, Potato cultivars; Potato spindle tuber viroid; Disease

severity, Genetic variation.

INTRODUCTION

The reaction of potato cultivars to Potato spindle tuber viroid infection on growth, yield and quality was

investigated by Pfannenstiel et al. (1980) and Allam et al. (1989). Some cultivars were found to be resistant

to PSTVd infection as reported by Pfannenstiel et al. (1980) and Singh (1983). On the principal threats to

potato (Solanum spp.) cultivation is the susceptibility of potato virus and viroid diseases in particulr cause

significant qualitative and quantitative crop losses. Due to the lack of effective pesticide, use of resistant

cultivars has been known to be the best method for disease control. The most widely used strategies for control

of viroid diseases focus on methods to prevent infection or on genetic resistance. Few sources of extreme

resistance provided by dominant genes exist for some potato virus and viroids. Examples of durable resistance

genes so far include Rx and Ry genes conferring resistance to potato virus X and potato virus Y respectively

(Heba-Afify, 2008). In general there are three types of gene markers could by used. Phenotype markers based

on visible characters, biochemical markers based on the detection of protein or/and isozyme enzymes and

molecular markers based on DNA (RAPD and ISSR).

Phenotypic and biochemical markers are answers to gene expression that can affected by the environment

or stages of development and this analysis is time consuming. On the other hand, DNA based molecular

markers monitor the genotype directly are not affected by the environment or differentiation and can be applied

in the seedling stage with representative random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis.

Therefore the variable response of four potato cultivars as affected by PSTVd infection were genetic

analyzed by biochemical (peroxidase isozymes) and genetic molecular (ISSR-PCR) markers which are related

to the resistance gene(s) to PSTVd.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant materials : Four commercially grown potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) cultivars; Spunta, Diamond,

Nicola and Cara introduced from the center national of potato Kafr El Ziate were used in this study, Potato

spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) was obtained from the Virology Lab., Agric. Microbiology Dept., Fac. Agric.,

Ain Shams Uinv. (El-Dougdoug, 1988).

Ten healthy tubers from each cultivar were planted in grown mix in pots (35 x 24 cm). The potato

seedling has 4 to 5 leaves stage were mechanically inoculated with PSTVd (El-Dougdoug, 1988). The

inoculated plants were grown in greenhouse at 28 ± 2ºC with photoperiod 16 hr.

PSTVd symptoms were recorded daily for 8 weeks. The plants were tested by dot blot hybridization using

DIG-Labeled cDNA (specific probe of PSTVd isolate) according to Owens et al. (1986).

Disease index calculated as described by Tian et al. (1985) using 10 grade of symptoms.

The PSTVd-RNA was extracted from infected leaves of each potato cultivars according to Morris and

Smith (1977). Concentration of PSTVd-RNA was measured by spectrophotometrically 240 to 300 nm as mg/g

fresh leaves weight.

Peroxidase (PRX) isozymes electrophoresis was preformed among four potato cultivars using one enzyme

staining system. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (DISC-PAGE) was performed in 10% (W/V) slab gel

(Davis, 1964). The gel was stained after run according to Graham et al. (1964) for peroxidase isozymes. The

staining gel was incubated at 37ºC in dark for complete staining.

Genomic DNA isolation: DNA of 4 infected and healthy potato cultivars was extracted from leaves

following the procedure described by Walff et al. (2002).

ISSR-PCR amplification: Ten oligonucleotide primers (Open technology USA) were randomly chosen for

study. PCR reactions were performed in a total volume of 10 μl of 10X reaction buffer containing 2 mM

2MgCl  2 μl dNTP at 0.2 mM, 0.1 μl (0.5 U) at tag DNA polymerase (Promega USA), 30 ng of genomic

template. DNA and 10 P mol primer (HB8; 814, HB12) in a preheated thermocycler. PCR was initiated by

a denaturation step at 94º for 2 min, and then, the reaction was subjected to 35 cycles at 94ºC for 30 secs.,

44ºC for 45 secs., 72ºC for 1 min. with a final elongation step of 30 at 72ºC. In order to select the optimal

conditions of the ISSR-PCR, different optimization experiments were carried out.

Visualization and analysis of ISSR-PCR products: The amplification products were resolved by

electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel with ethidium bromide and visualized under UV. The presence and

absence of bands between samples were scored and data were transcribed into binary format (1, 0 respectively).

Based on the matrix of genetic similarity, cluster analysis was performed. The UPGMA method (un weighted

pair group method with arithmetic averages) was used for clustering employing the NTSYS-PC program (Rohlf,

2001). 

Gel decumentation : For quantitative measurements and similarity analysis, a charge-coupled device camera

imaging system and Uvitec soft V99 analysis (Gel decumentation and analysis system, Livitec, Cambridge UK)

were used to capture the image and to calculate band intensities.

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four local potato cultivars were tested against PSTVd infection. A preliminary experiment in greenhouse

mechanical inoculation was made to four potato cultivars. The external symptoms of PSTVd infection were

recorded at 60 days post-inoculation. The leaves samples were collected after 60 days post-inoculation and

indexed by dot blot hybridization. As well as PSTVd infections (disease index) were recorded for each

cultivars the following. It was found that all potato cultivars were susceptible to PSTVd infection. Susceptible

reactions of individual plant of 4 cultivrs ranged from hypersensitivity such as Cara (50 disease severity)

susceptible such as Nicola 35.5, and tolerant such as Diamond and Spunta (20.5 and 9.75) disease severity

respectively. On the other hand some plants of cv. Spunta appeared resistance to PSTVd infection. The PSTVd

inoculated potato plants were detected by DIG-Labeled cDNA probe. These samples gave positive reaction with

specific probe signals (purple colour) compared with positive and negative control (Fig. 1). 

The potato cultivars appeared different response of PSTVd infection : Whereas, Cara gave rosette growth,

leaf stunting, rugosity and dark green. Nicola appeared twisting of leaflet, erect growth, leaf stunting, epinasty,

and dark green. Diamond revealed, leaf rugosity and sunting and Spunta appeared leaf stunting, rugosity and

dark green. Furthermore, the highest concentration of PSTVd-RNA was recorded in leaves of cultivar Cara,

0.45 followed by Nicola 0.31 μg/g fresh weight. While the lowest concentration were recorded in Spunta 0.15

then Diamond 0.28 μg/g fresh weight (Fig. 2).
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Peroxidase isozymes: Results of peroxidase isozymes are shown in Table (1) and Fig. (3A). The peroxidase

isozymes analysis basis of the number, intensity and reproducibility of peroxidase isozyme bands among four

potato cultivars. Peroxidase isozymes analysis displayed a total 10 bands, whereas eight of them were variable

and two bands common among the four potato cultivars. The effect of PSTVd infection could be

Fig. 1: Nitrocellulose membrane spotted with leave extracted of 4 potato cultivars inoculated with PSTVd and

Fig. 2: Light absorption of PSTVd purified preparations from infected potato leaves cultivars at wave length

240 to 300 nm.

 

Dendogram with Homology Coefficient %: 1.0 (UPGMA)
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Fig. 3: (A). Peroxidase isozymes profiles of four potato cultivars infected with PSTVd similarity analysis

based on the protein content. 

(B). Dendrogram showing genetic relationships among four potato cultivars based on peroxidase

isozymes data analysis. H-healthy, 2-PSTVd inoculated 1- Cara   2- Nicola 3- Diamond   5- Spunta

Table 1: Peroxidase isozymes analysis of the variable bands among potato cultivars infected with PSTVd.

Band number             Cara      Nicola Diamond S[unta

---------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Healthy Infected Healthy Infected Healthy Infected Healthy Infected

----------------- --------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ ------------------

FR % FR % FR % FR % FR % FR % FR % FR %

1 - - - - 0.10 87.21 0.10 70.0 - - 0.10 70.21 - - 0.10 60.21

2 0.16 60.25 0.16 65.25 0.16 85.0 0.16 70.50 0.16 70.50 0.16 25.21 0.16 26.70 0.16 50.75

3 0.29 45.21 0.29 35.20 - - - - - - 0.29 22.75 0.29 35.21 0.29 40.30

4 - - - - 0.35 42.5 0.35 35.2 0.35 45.0 0.35 45.2 0.35 40.25 - -

5 0.40 12.25 - - - - - - 0.40 18.91 - - - - 0.40 15.75

6 - - 0.35 25.75 - - 0.35 24.52 - - 0.35 25.75 0.35 26.80 0.35 30.21

7 0.45 45.70 0.45 50.70 0.45 18.75 0.45 16.52 - - - - - - 0.45 26.25

8 0.55 75.71 - - 0.55 50.0 0.55 47.25 - - 0.55 42.50 - - 0.55 20.25

9 0.58 40.75 0.58 23.91 0.58 21.25 0.58 18.71 0.58 45.21 0.58 25.1 0.58 23.7 0.58 30.21

10 0.75 50.21 - - - - - - 0.75 25.70 0.75 10.21 0.75 12.50 0.75 13.97

Total         7      5      6              7       5                8               6               9

Infectivity 330.08   200.81   304.71    300.7    205.32     266.93   165.16   272.9

Relative isozymes -39.16            -1.316     +30.00   74.31

RF = rate of mobility

 % = Percentage of fractions

observed among potato cultivars, whereas 3 bands disappeared in infected plants of Cara cultivar. On the

contrary, one isozyme band (in Nicola), 4 isozyme bands (in both Diamond and Spunta) were detected in

infected plants and were disappeared in healthy plants of cultivars ones. Such new peroxidase isozymes bands

may regard as related to the resistance of PSTVd infection in Diamond and Spunta potato cultivrs. On the

other hand, the peroxidase isozymes relative to healthy plants were variable among cultivars. It was –39.16,

-1.31; +30.00 and +74.31% of Cara, Nicola, Diamond and Spounta respectively. In general, data in Table (1)

which represent the peroxidase enzyme polymorphism among the four potato cultivars could be served as a

model for analyzing the gene action at PSTVd resistance.

Similarity correlation presented in Fig. (3-B) showed a low correlation between healthy and infected plants

(R£ 0.33). The characterized isozymes of each infected cultivar were bands 6 (Cara, Nicola) 1, 3, 6, 8

(Diamond), 1, 5, 7 and 8 (Spunta) potato cultivars.

ISSR and genetic variability analysis : On the basis of the number, intensity and reproducibility of ISSR

bands; three primers HB8, [(GA)6 GG] HB10 [(GA)6 CC] and HB14 [CTC)3 GC], were selected out of 10

primers, which were previously tested (Data not shown). Bands with the same mobility were treated as

identical fragments. Weak bands with negligible intensity and smear bands were both excluded from final

analysis. Figure, (4A) demonstrates the ISSR profiles obtained with three different primers (HB8, HB10 and

HB14). The number of scored bands varied from six to eight with an average seven bands per primer and an

average 5.88 polymorphic bands per  primer. In our analysis of the four potato cultivars, the total number of

bands scored was 21 with size range from 0.2 to 1.6 Kbp (Table 2,3). Nine bands were polymorphic which

represent 17.64% average ISSR polymorphism. One unique band (approximately 1.0; 0.5 and 0.3 Kbp (Table
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2) was found in each Cara , Diamond, and Spunta respectively, while was absence in Nicola with HB10

primer. Also one unique bad (approximatey, 1.6, 0.5 and 0.3 bp, Table 2) was found in each Nicola, Spunta

and Diamond respectively, while was absence in Cara with HB8 primer. One unique band approximately 1.6,

1.2, 1.0 and 0.2 K bp; was found in Cara, Spunta, Diamond and Nicola potato cultivars Tables (2,3) was found

in each four potato cultivars with HB14 primer. 

Four potato cultivars showed variations of morphological level. The phenotypic polymorphism was clearly

observed in the leaf and tuber morphology, sensitivity to PSTVd infection Cara sensitive, Nicola demo rate,

Diamound and Spunta are resistant, as well as concentration of PSTVd-RNA was differed between four

cultivars.

Table 2: ISSR-PCR analysis of PSTVd resistant and susceptible among four potato cultivars using primers.

Potato cultivars Size of bands Potato cultivars

Primers --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cara Nicola Diamond Spunta

HB10 (GA)6 CC 1.4 +++ ++ ++ +++

1.2 - + + ++

1.0 +++ - - -

0.5 - - + +

0.4 + ++ ++ +++

0.3 - - - +

HB8 (GA) 6 GG 1.6 - + - -

1.4 + +++ ++ ++

1.2 - ++ + -

1.0 + ++ ++ ++

0.5 - - - +

0.4 + ++ + +

0.3 - - + -

0.2 + + + +

HB14 (CTC) 3 GC 1.6 + - - -

1.4 ++ +++ ++ +++

1.2 - - - ++

1.0 - - + -

0.5 +++ ++ - +

0.4 + + + ++

0.2 - + - -

TAF 21 11 13 13 14

M AF 9 11 11 11

PAF 2 2 2 3

% of polymorphism 18.18 15.38 15.38 21.42

- No amplified band

+ Amplified band (+ faint, ++ medium, +++ dense). 

TAF = Total amplified fragments;

M AF = M onomorphic (common) amplification fragments 

PAF = Polymorphic (specific) amplification fragments.

        No. of PAF

Genotype polymorphic % = ))))))))  X 100

        No. of TAF 

Table 3: Genotype polymorphic percentage among potato cultivars.

Genotype ISSR-Primers

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HB8 HB10 HB14

------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------

Potato cultivar TAF M AF PAF % of poly TAF MAF PAF % of poly TAF M AF PAF % of poly-

- morphism - morphism  morphism

Cara 3 2 1 33.3 4 4 0 00.0 4 3 1 16.6

Nicola 3 3 0 00.0 6 5 1 16.6 4 3 1 16.6

Diamond 4 3 1 25.0 6 5 1 16.6 3 2 1 33.3

Spunta 5 3 1 25.0 5 4 1 20.0 4 3 1 16.6

Total 15 11 3 21.42 21 18 3 14.28 15 11 4 21.42

In order to confirm the genetic variability (at molecular level) on the response to PSTVd infection among

four potato cultivars. The quality of the four potato cultivars was screened with 15 ISSR primers. The DNA

was isolated from leaves of 4 potato cultivars. After ISSR amplification, it was obvious that the four potato

cultivars showed unidentical ISSR profiles which polymorphism was observed. As an example, Fig. (3)
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presented non-identical banding patterns of the ISSR profiles (different in a number and density of bands) of

four potato cultivars which were amplified using 3 ISSR primers.

Cluster analysis : Genetic variability among potato cultivars was estimated using dissimilarity coefficient

matrix based on ISSR bands scored. Pair wise values of dissimilarity coefficient average 1.5%. The dendrogram

was constructed based on the dissimilarity matrix using UPGMA method. The four cultivars were divided into

two different clusters (Fig. 4-B). The selected was the most distinct with the rest of the cultivars falling groups.

The first major contained only one cultivar. Spunta, the second major cluster was further separated into two

subgroups. The first subgroup contained two cultivars Cara and Nicola which were indistinguishable. While

the third cultivar Diamond was highly diverged from then and has represented to third subgroup 

(Fig. 4-B).   

Fig. 4: (A).Agarose gel showing microsatellites RNA amplification profiles of potato cultivars analysis with

ISSR-primers.

M = 2 Kbp; 1 = Cara, 2 = Nicola, 3 = Diamond; 4 = Spunta 

(B)Dendrogram showing genetic relationships among four potato cultivars based on ISSR-PCR data

analysis.

Discussion:

Mechanical inoculation was made to four potato cultivars under green house condition. The samples were

collected after 40 days post-inoculation and indexed by dot blot hybridization. As well as viroid infection was

recorded for each cultivars, Cara was sensitive to PSTVd, it showed severe symptoms, Nicola was mediate

it showed mild symptoms. Diamond was tolerant, Spunta was resistance, it no appeared symptoms

(symptomless). Four potato cultivars were inoculated with PSTVd and showed different susceptibility based

on disease severity and dot blot hybridization. The obtained results of potato cultivars susceptibility are

explaining that pathogen-specific and pathogen strain-specific hypersensitive resistance genes may have evolved

in plants (Valkonen, 1997). These results were agreement with El-Dougdoug (1988), Allam et al. (1989) and

Sherin (2008).

A simple and routing method for genetic analysis of potato cultivars is prerequisite for quality and control.

This study reports on the use of ISSR-PCR and peroxidase isozymes for detection of genetic variation among

potato cultivars.

The traditional model of a single dominant gene conferring resistance to a specific pathogen species or
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subspecies has been described in numerous plant/pathogen species or subspecies has been described in

numerous plant/pathogen systems (Ellis et al. 2000).

The obtained data represent the peroxidase isozyme polymorphism among the four potato cultivars could

be served as a model for analyzing the gene action at resistance and susceptible plants inoculated with PSTVd.

In addition to the total number of isozyme bands in the resistant and susceptible plants of the four potato

cultivars were considerably varied either by decrease or increase comparing with the healthy plants, three

markers bands were appeared only in the Spunta (resistant), Diamond (tolerant) and one marker band was

found in Nicola (moderate) and disappeared in healthy ones. On the other hand, two bands disappeared in Cara

(susceptible) plants than healthy one. Therefore, the results of peroxidase enzyme are in agreement with

Hernandez et al. (2006) who indicated that activated oxygen species may function as molecular signals in the

induction of defense genes. However Dolenc et al. (2000) and Heba Afifi (2008) observed correlation between

isozyme patterns and the resistance to PVY and PVX infected potato cultivars.

Molecular genetic markers such as intersimple sequence repeats (ISSR) have been used extensively in

genetic studies of potato cultivars. It main advantage compared to morphological or physiological studies

(Chani, 1997).

Screening of four potato cultivars revealed that banding profiles obtained with HB8, HB10 and HB14

primers were enough to distinguish all the cultivars. The results indicated that ISSR technique is effective to

develop genotype-specific banding patterns valuable for cultivars identification. The obtained results confirm

the usefulness and suitability of ISSR markers for genetic diversity among four potato cultivars. Our results

are in agreement with Prevost and Wilkinson (1999); Barnet et al. (2002) and Sherin, Afifi (2008), who used

ISSR markers to assess the level of genetic diversity among 4 potato cultivars differing in their response to

PSTVd infection. They have confirmed the value of ISSR markers for potato cultivars author’s property rights

protection as well as election of parents suitable for creating of mapping population, in our study, only three

ISSR primers (20%) were able to generate polymorphisms among potato cultivars. 

Molecular markers one believed to reliable in monitoring variability at the DNA level in plants. ISSR

technique was used by several research group to examine genetic variability and it has been found to be very

efficient and reliable (Nayaoka and Oyihara, 1997, Prevast and Wilkinson, 1999, Bornet et al., 2002 and

Sherin, Afifi, 2008).

ISSR accesses variation in the numerous microsatellite regions dispersed throughout the various genomes

(particularly the uclear genome) and circumvents the challenge of characterizing individual loci that other

molecular approaches require. Micro satellites are very short (usually 10-20 bp) stretches of DNA that are

“hypervariable: expressed as different variants within populations and among different species. Extremely high

variability and high “mapping density” as compared with RFIP and RAPD data make these new dominant,

microsatellite-based molecular markers ideal for producing genetic maps of individual species (Nagaoka and

Ogihara, 1997). 

The potential of ISSR-PCR for fingerprinting purposes was evaluated using two of four primers able to

distinguish on 34 potato cultivars. It is concluded that ISSR-PCR provides a quick, reliable and highly

informative system for DNA fingerprinting that is amenable for routine applications. (Prevost and Wilkinson,

1999). Bornet et al. (2002) reported that ISSR to assess genetic diversity between cultivated potatoes. ISSR

technology rapidly reveals high polymorphic finger prints and thus determines the genetic diversiy among

potato cultivars. Nine primers were selected according to the umber of amplified markers and the level of

polymorphism detected. 

Viroids alter host gene expression patterns at the transcriptional of post transcription level, leaving to

disease formation. However, this does not exclude other possibilities, such as translational or post-transnational

regulations of the host gene expression as causes of symptoms expression. PSTVd induces phosphorylation of

dsRNA-dependent protein kinase (pPKR) in tomato (Hiddinga et al., 1988). The pPKR is differentially

activated in vitro by different strains of PSTVd. Also, the pPKR accumulated in the cytoplasm and was

activated by phosphorylation during viroid infection (Langland et al., 1998).

The molecular mechanisms of viroid pathogenicity, as well as host response are poorly understood. Viroids

provide a minimal genetic and biochemical system for the study of the mechanisms controlling host-pathogen

interactions and the control of gene expression in plant cells (Itaya et al.2002). A comprehensive analysis of

gene expression patterns in viroid-infected plants showed further expand our knowledge of host responses to

viroid infection. Furthermore, a comparative analysis of host gene expression patterns during viroid and virus

infections may enhance understanding of common and unique genes host response to different pathogens. Also,

they found that severe strain of PSTVd altered expression of a total of 52 genes. Among these genes 27 were

altered only by severe strain of PSTVd and 10 were also altered by mild strain of PSTVd. Notably two genes

were specifically induced by mild PSTVd infection. These include a gene homologous to a unknown gene from
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Medicago sativa (BM556730) was notable, not only because it was specifically induced by PSTVd-m infection,

but also because it was induced as carly as 5 days post-inoculation when most genes were not induced or

suppressed by PSTVd-infection. Five genes were induced by PSTVd-s at the late stages of infection. Induction

of this genes by viroid infection was reported previous by (Tornero et al., 1994). Also, they observed that

expression of some genes in Cab in family with similar furthers were altered differently by PSTVd, suggested

that a viroid can alter the expression patterns of certain plant genes by specific interactions. Some possible

mechanism include: 1- Interference with m-RNA splicing (Diener, 1981). 3- Interference with RNA export out

of the nucleus, 3- Activation of kinase that phosphoes the host protein key to gene regulation and 4- Direct

activation or inactivation of gene expression.
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